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On-Stream Time. Resiliency. Sustainability. OEE. Profit. Chemical plant operators prioritize digital operations 

to achieve performance metrics and financial impact. Digital initiatives overcome process and engineering 

bottlenecks in the plant, but achieving ROI is challenging. Gathering business insights and deriving value from 

rapidly growing but siloed operations data prevents people from achieving their full potential. 

Element Unify empowers people working with operations data to deliver expert analysis and guidance from 

anywhere, at anytime. Unify enables a performance dialogue within the plant, and between the plant and 

leadership through operations data, delivering world class business outcomes. 

Unify for Chemicals 
Empower people to win the 
operations data race

Serving operations leaders, IT leaders, and analytics teams

Benefits of using Element Unify

“We didn’t know there was a way 
to automate combining all our data 
sources and making it consistent. 
We assumed that we would have to 
hire all these people and one day 
we’ll get there.” 

Arpan Seth 
Process Engineer, Data Scientist

Unify data for 
faster decisions

Design and build 
data-centric solutions

Consistent visibility 
across plants 

Maximize business 
value from data

Faster Time to Insight 
More informed decision 
making, increased 
operational efficiency, 
and improved business 
outcomes

Accelerate Business 
Velocity
Understand data 
utilization and usage 
across teams and the 
enterprise

More Value From Data
Better consistency, 
usability, governance, 
analytics, and 
collaboration

Deliver Clear Business 
Value
Safer, cleaner, healthier, 
and more profitable 
operations

Read the Full Evonik 
Case Study:  

elementanalytics.com/evonik
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About Element
Element, a leading software provider in IT/OT/ET data management, 
enables industrial organizations to unite their IT and operations data 
to produce analytical insights that drive cleaner, safer, healthier, and 
more profitable operations. Element Unify transforms siloed IT/OT data 
into contextualized, graph-based models to support diverse analytical 
workloads and data governance.

Curious to see how Unify can help you 
address data challenges? Try Free: 
elementanalytics.com/free-trial

Element Unify Data Platform

Use purpose-built and 
advanced transformations 
to contextualize data

Query and explore 
knowledge graph 
and export to 
other systems

Develop pipelines using 
“no-code” approach

The  Element Unify data platform helps you transform siloed data into useful data sets where data is linked 

regardless of the silo it lives in. Element uses no-code, graph-based models to support multiple analytical 

use cases which means your data is organized only once and available for diverse data projects from simple 

analytics to complex digital twins and machine learning models. 


